
Step by step tutorial: of Honor 8 Full screen with chassis

For this tutorial you will need the following spared parts and tools that you cant get at our online store Impextrom.com
Click on a tool for visit the website.

Head made of 
synthetic carbon steel 
with titanium handle

18,63 €

Set of 5 metal picks 
for opening

3,09 €

Pinza antiestática 
curva Baku ESD BK-

15

3,50 €

SIM card removal 
tool for all brands

1,61 €

Opening tool 
Smartphone, tablet

2,19 €

Stripper gun, hot air 
welder for repairs

15,59 €

Special SAT 0.70mm 
PET pick, high friction 

and resistance

1,25 €

Smartphones and PC 
repair tool case

35,92 €

Touch ESD glove, for 
antistatic protection, 

size M

4,16 €

Step 1 - Back case

We apply heat to the back casing and with the help of a plastic plectrum let's take off all the edges of the casing.
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http://www.nadiemellamagallina.com
https://www.impextrom.com
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-apertura-cabezal-acero-al-carbono-y-mango-titanio-p1000021910
https://impextrom.com/en/conjunto-de-5-puas-metalicas-para-apertura-de-dispositivos-p999986980
https://impextrom.com/en/pinza-antiestatica-curva-baku-esd-bk-15-p999984780
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-de-extraccion-de-tarjeta-sim-1-unidad-p999997079
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-plastica-profesional-de-apertura-para-moviles-p999974010
https://impextrom.com/en/pistola-decapadora-soldador-aire-caliente-reparaciones-p999979901
https://impextrom.com/en/pua-especial-sat-0-70mm-pet-de-alta-friccion-y-resistencia-p1000112672
https://impextrom.com/en/estuche-de-herramientas-reparacion-telefonia-y-pcs-p999982920
https://impextrom.com/en/guante-esd-tactil-para-proteccion-antiestatica-talla-m-p999992531
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Step 2 - Fingerprint reader flex

We remove the Phillips screw (PH # 00) that holds the shield that protects the battery connector.
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Step 3 - Intermediate housing

Remove the 15 Phillips screws (PH # 00) that hold the intermediate housing and with the help of a plastic prong we uncouple the 
housing.
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Step 4 - Flex and cameras

Disconnect the flex that bother us and then lift the motherboard, and remove the cameras.
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Step 5 - Flex of side buttons and tray

We extract the flex from the side buttons, disconnect the coaxial cable and remove the tray from the cards.
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Step 6 - Motherboard and battery

Remove the Phillips screw (PH # 00) that holds the motherboard and we can remove the motherboard, take off the battery carefully.
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Step 7

We took off the interconnection flex, and removed the audio connector and speaker.
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Step 8 - Coaxial cable, auxiliary plate and vibrator

We remove the coaxial cable, the auxiliary plate and also take off the vibrator.
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Step 9 - Full screen with chassis

Finally we will take off the receiver and the proximity sensor, and everything we have removed from the phone, we will have to place 
it in the new chassis with the screen that we have available.
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